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They support the research, learning, and service missions of the university.

They expand the “idea of the possible,” moving the library beyond its service provider role and even beyond its collaborator role – Greg Raschke.
* They provide opportunities for students and faculty in all disciplines to participate in new forms of research, learning, and communication of research results because the library is neutral ground.
A Library-wide program

* Administrative leadership
  * Communication to staff
  * Establishing DS as a priority
  * Re-thinking staff roles
Collaboration at the institutional level

- A seat at the institutional table
- Institution-wide planning
- Seeking good partners
- Providing researchers and students with a coherent, university-wide program
Collaboration within the library

* Core team of DS staff
* Clear roles and responsibilities for staff in instruction, library IT, metadata services, Special Collections, etc.
* Rewards for participation
Creating a program for your institution

* Needs assessment
* What are critical areas for your institution?
* How will you address diversity, equity, and inclusion?
* What staff are available?
* Where should you start?
* How will you know if you are successful?
* Many things are possible in the virtual environment
* Place and space remain highly desirable as integral parts of programs
  * Creating community
  * Peer learning
  * A window into what libraries offer
  * Exhibits of products of digital scholarship
Digital Scholarship Planning

* Webinar series components
  * Videos
  * Campus discussion guides
* Plan for re-opening
* Communicate with staff, your user community, and current and new partners
Thank you!

* Please complete evaluation form – you will receive an email this week with a link
* Please send comments and suggestions to me at joan@cni.org
* Thanks to all of the presenters and participants!